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Abstract. This paper deals with non-overlapping constraints between convex poly-
topes. Non-overlapping detection between fixed objects is a fundamental geometric 
primitive that arises in many applications. However from a constraint perspective it 
is natural to extend the previous problem to a non-overlapping constraint between 
two objects for which both positions are not yet fixed. A first contribution is to pre-
sent theorems for convex polytopes which allow coming up with general necessary 
conditions for non-overlapping. These theorems can be seen as a generalization of 
the notion of compulsory part which was introduced in 1984 by Lahrichi and 
Gondran [6] for managing non-overlapping constraint between rectangles. Finally, a 
second contribution is to derive from the previous theorems efficient filtering algo-
rithms for two special cases: the non-overlapping constraint between two convex 
polygons as well as the non-overlapping constraint between d-dimensional boxes. 
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Abstract. This paper deals with non-overlapping constraints between convex poly-
topes. Non-overlapping detection between fixed objects is a fundamental geometric 
primitive that arises in many applications. However from a constraint perspective it 
is natural to extend the previous problem to a non-overlapping constraint between 
two objects for which both positions are not yet fixed. A first contribution is to pre-
sent theorems for convex polytopes which allow coming up with general necessary 
conditions for non-overlapping. These theorems can be seen as a generalization of 
the notion of compulsory part which was introduced in 1984 by Lahrichi and 
Gondran [6] for managing non-overlapping constraint between rectangles. Finally, a 
second contribution is to derive from the previous theorems efficient filtering algo-
rithms for two special cases: the non-overlapping constraint between two convex 
polygons as well as the non-overlapping constraint between d-dimensional boxes. 

1  Introduction 

The first part of this paper introduces necessary conditions for the non-overlapping con-
straint between convex polytopes. A convex polytope1 [3] is defined by the convex hull of 
a finite number of points. Non-overlapping detection between fixed objects is a funda-
mental geometric primitive that arises in many applications. However from a constraint 
perspective it is natural to extend the previous problem to a non-overlapping constraint 
between objects for which the positions are not yet fixed. Concretely this means that we 
first want to detect as soon as possible before fixing completely two polytopes whether 
they will overlap or not. Secondly, we would like to find out the portion of space where 
placing a polytope will necessarily cause it to overlap with another not yet completely 
fixed polytope. For instance consider the illustrative example given in Fig. 1. We have a 
rectangle 1R  of length 3 and height 1 which must be included within box B  and which 

should not overlap the rectangle 2R  of length 2 and height 4. We want to find out that the 

origin of 2R  (i.e. the leftmost lower corner of 2R ) can’t be put within box F . 

                                                           
*  Currently at: Department of Mathematics, Uppsala University, SE-75237 Uppsala, Sweden. 
1 From now on, the term polytope will refer to a convex polytope. 



  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 1.  An illustrative example of a forbidden domain 

Within constraint programming [9], elaborate shapes are currently approximated [5] by 
a set of rectangles, where the origin of each rectangle is linked to the origin of another 
rectangle by an external equality constraint. Since a huge number of rectangles may be 
required in order to approximate a specific shape, this increases the problem’s size. This 
also leads to poor constraint propagation since each small rectangle is considered sepa-
rately from the other rectangles to which it is linked by an external equality constraint. 

The second part of this paper presents efficient filtering algorithms for two special 
cases of the non-overlapping constraints: the non-overlapping constraint between 2 con-
vex polygons as well as the non-overlapping constraint between 2 d-dimensional boxes. 

The next section introduces gradually the different definitions needed for describing 
the objects we consider, as well as the notion of intersection between these objects. Sect. 
3 defines the concept of overlapping polytope, which is a portion of space where placing 
the origin of one polytope will lead it to overlap with another not yet fixed polytope. This 
extends the concept of compulsory part (i.e. the intersection of all the feasible instances 
of an object to place) which was presented for the case of rectangles in [6]. Finally based 
on the theorems of Sect. 3, we respectively derive in Sect. 4 and 5 two efficient filtering 
algorithms for the case of convex polygons and of d-dimensional boxes. 

2  Background, Definitions and Notation 

The purpose of this section is twofold. First, it describes the objects we consider for our 
placement problem. Second, it introduces the notion of intersection between these objects. 

Definition 1 domain variable 
A domain variable is a variable that ranges over a finite set of integers; V  and V  respec-

tively denote the minimum and maximum values of variable V. 

Definition 2 fixed polytope 

A fixed polytope in dIR  is a polytope defined by k vertices and their respective integer 
coordinates, such that all points of the polytope belong to the convex hull of the k verti-
ces. 

(B) Domain of R1 and forbidden 
      domain F for the origin of R2 

(A) Rectangles to place 

R1 R2 

origin of R2 
box F 

box B 



Definition 3 shape polytope 

A shape polytope in dIR  is a polytope defined by its k vertices and their respective inte-
ger coordinates, such that all points of the polytope belong to the convex hull of the k 
vertices, and such that one of its vertices has only zero coordinates. This specific vertex is 
called the origin of the shape polytope. 

The shape polytope describes the shape of the objects we have to place, while a fixed 
polytope gives the possible positions for the origin of a shape. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 2.  Examples of polytopes 

Part (A) of Fig. 2 gives an example of a fixed polytope, while part (B) describes a 
shape polytope. The next four definitions are introduced in order to define the notion of 
intersection between two fixed polytopes. 

Definition 4 interior point 
A point X  of a fixed polytope P  is called an interior point if there is an 0>r  such that 

( ) PrXBall ⊂, , where ( ) ( ){ }rXYdistYrXBall <= ,:, , and ( )XYdist ,  is the Euclidean dis-
tance between points X  and Y . 

Definition 5 k-dimensional hyperplane 
dIRH ⊂  is called a k-dimensional hyperplane if kRxH += , where dIRx ∈  is a fixed 

point and kR  is a k-dimensional subspace of dIR . 

Definition 6 dimension of a fixed polytope 
If there is a k -dimensional hyperplane that contains a fixed polytope P  and no any 

1−k -dimensional hyperplane contains P  then k  is called the dimension of P . 

Definition 7 relative interior point 
Let P  be a fixed polytope of dimension k . Then there exists a k -dimensional hyper-
plane H  such that HP ⊆ . If a point X  of P  is an interior point of P  considered only in 
H , then X  is called a relative interior point of P . 

In order to illustrate the previous definitions let us consider a fixed polytope P  of 2IR  
that corresponds to a line-segment between points 1X  and 2X . P  has no interior points, 
but the dimension of P  is 1  and all points of P  that are distinct from 1X  and 2X  are 
relative interior points of P . 

Definition 8 intersection of fixed polytopes 
Two fixed polytopes P  and Q  intersect (i.e. overlap) if P  and Q  have a common rela-
tive interior point. 

Part (A) of Fig. 3 gives three pairs ( )21, PP , ( )43, PP  and ( )65 , PP  of intersecting poly-

topes, while part (B) shows seven pairwise non-intersecting polytopes. Note that, accord-

(B) Shape polytope (A) Fixed polytope 
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ing to Definition 8, point 13P  does not overlap rectangle 9P  since 13P  has no relative 

interior points. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3.  Illustration of the definition of intersection 

Throughout the paper we use the following notations: 
− P  designates the number of vertices of a fixed or of a shape polytope P , 

− ( )Pimin  (respectively ( )Pimax ) is the minimum (respectively maximum) value of the 

coordinates on the i  axis of the vertices of a fixed polytope P , 

− •P  designates the set of relative interior points of P , 

− ( )Pbd denotes the set of points of P  which do not belong to •P (i.e. the boundary of P ), 

− ( )nXXXconv ,,, 21 �  denotes the convex hull of a given set of points nXXX ,,, 21 � , 

− Finally, ( )dOOObox ,,, 21 � , where dOOO ,,, 21 �  are domain variables, is the fixed poly-

tope defined as the points of [ 11,OO ] x [ 22 ,OO ] x … x [ dd OO , ]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4.  A family of polytopes 

Definition 9 family of polytopes 

A family F  of polytopes in dIR  is a set of fixed polytopes defined by: 

− A shape polytope ( )FPshape  in dIR  that describes the shape of the polytopes of the 

family, 

− A fixed polytope ( )FPorigin  in dIR  that gives the initial possible placements for the 

origin of the polytope ( )FPshape , 

− A tuple dOOO ,,, 21 �  of d  domain variables that further restricts the possible place-

ments for the origin of the polytope ( )FPshape  to the polytope ( )FPo  defined by 

( )dOOObox ,,, 21 � . 

The members of F  are fixed polytopes that are obtained by fixing the origin of 
( )FPshape  to any integer point that is not located outside ( ) ( )FPFP oorigin ∩ . The tuple 

(B) Extremum polytopes of a family (A)  Three instances of a family 

(A) Intersecting polytopes (B) Non-intersecting polytopes 
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dOOO ,,, 21 �  is called the origin of the family F . From now on, the polytope 

( ) ( )FPFP oorigin ∩ 2 will be denoted by ( )FPdom . Within the context of the non-overlapping 

constraint, we associate to each object to place a given family of polytopes F , where 
each polytope corresponds to one possible positioning of the object. As the ranges of the 
variables of dOOO ,,, 21 �  get more and more restricted, the number of distinct elements 

of F  will decrease until it becomes a single fixed polytope, which is associated to the 
final positioning of the shape ( )FPshape . 

Definition 10 extremum polytopes of a family of polytopes 
The extremum polytopes of a family F  of polytopes is a set of fixed polytopes generated 
by fixing the origin of ( )FPshape  to one of the vertices kXX ,,1 �  of ( )FPdom . The i-th 

extremum polytope of F  is ( )FPX shapei + , it is denoted ( )FiExtremum . 

Fig. 4 provides an example of a family F  of polytopes described by the shape poly-

tope ( )FPshape  of vertices ⎟⎟⎠
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,61 −=O ,61 =O ,32 −=O 72 =O . Part (A) gives 3 feasible instances 1I , 2I , 3I  of the fam-

ily, while part (B) presents the 4 extremum polytopes 1E , 2E , 3E , 4E  associated to F . 

3  The Overlapping Polytope 

The purpose of this section is to characterize the portion of the placement space, called 
the overlapping polytope, where positioning the origin of a polytope will necessarily 
cause it to intersect with another not yet completely fixed polytope. 

Theorem 1 

Let F  be a family of polytopes of a dIR  defined by ( )FPdom  and ( )FPshape , and let P  be 

a fixed polytope of dIR . If P  overlaps3 all the extremum polytopes of the family F , 
then P  overlaps all the members of F . 

Proof of Theorem 1 

For any point ( )FPX dom∈  we have by definition: 
( )

∑
=

⋅=
FP

i
ii

dom

XX
1
α , with 

( )
∑
=

≥=
FP

i
ii

dom

1
0,1 αα . 

Any translation of ( )FPshape  that has X  as origin can be written as ( )FPX shape+ . 

We now prove the following equality: ( ) ( )( )
( )

∑
=

+⋅=+
FP

i
shapeiishape

dom

FPXFPX
1
α . 

                                                           
2 Since ( ) ( )FPFP oorigin ∩  is the intersection of two polytopes it is also a polytope. 
3 Overlap refers to the definition of intersection of fixed polytopes introduced by Definition 8. 
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( )FPXFPX shape

FP
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α  too, hence we have proved the equality. 

Let us denote iX  the origin of the i-th extremum polytope of family F . Since by hy-

pothesis P  overlaps all the extremum of F , there is, for any i : ( )( )FPi dom≤≤1 , a point 

iy  such that ( )( )•+∈ FPXy shapeii  and •∈ Pyi . 

Since P  is convex, 
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i.e. ( )( )•• +∩∈ FPXPY shape . 

We have shown that, for any point ( )FPX dom∈  we can construct a point Y , which both 

belongs to •P  and to the instance of •F  that has X  as origin.               ❏ 

When the intersection of all extremum polytopes of a family F  is not empty, then one 
can observe that this intersection coincides with the notion of compulsory part introduced 
in [6]. The compulsory part is the portion of space that is covered by all the members of 
the family F . 

 



Definition 11 shadow polytope 

The shadow polytope of a fixed polytope 1P  of dIR  according to a shape polytope 2P  of 
dIR  is a fixed polytope 12P  of dIR  defined as follows. We consider all the fixed in-

stances 12I  of 2P  such that one vertex of 2P  coincides with one vertex of 1P . The 

shadow polytope4 is the convex hull of the origin vertices of all the fixed instances of 12I . 

It is denoted ( )21,Shadow PP . 

One can notice that the shadow polytope of a fixed polytope 1P  according to a shape 

polytope 2P  is actually the Minkowski sum [4, pp. 272-279] of 1P  and 2P− 5. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5.  Shadow polytope of 1P  according to 2P  

Fig. 5 shows with a bold line the shadow polytope of the fixed polytope 1P  according 

to the shape polytope 2P . It consists of the convex hull of the 18 points that are obtained 

by making one of the 3 vertices of 2P  to coincide with one of the 6 vertices 1P . 

Theorem 2 

Let 12P  be the shadow polytope of a fixed polytope 1P  of dIR  according to a shape poly-

tope 2P  of dIR . 

1º  If the origin of 2P  is a relative interior point of 12P , then 2P  and 1P  overlap. 

2º  If the origin of 2P  is not a relative interior point of 12P , then 2P  and 1P  do not overlap. 

Proof of Theorem 2 

Part 1º Suppose •∈ 12Px  then ( )( )•−+∈ 2
* Pxx  for some 1

* Px ∈ . 

 So 2
* xxx +=  where ( )•−∈ 22 Px , 

 hence ( )•• +=+∈− 222 PxPxxx  and 1
*

2 Pxxx ∈=− , i.e. ( ) 12
*

2 PPxxxx ∩+∈=− • . 

 Now choose 0>r  such that ( ) ( )•+⊂ 2
*, PxrxBall  and notice that 1

* Px ∈ , 

 hence ( ) ≠∩ •
1

*, PrxBall ∅,  so ( ) ≠∩+ ••
12 PPx ∅. 

                                                           
4  We call it “shadow” since the shadow polytope is partially looking like the fixed polytope from 

which it is derived. 
5 We get 2P−  by reflecting 2P  about its origin. 

Shadow polytope 

Fixed polytope P1 

Shape 
polytope P2 
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Part 2º Suppose ( ) ≠+∩ ••
21 PxP ∅ where ( )12Pbdx ∈ , 

 then there exists an ( )•• +∩∈ 211 PxPx . 

 So 21 xxx +=  where •∈ 22 Px , 

 therefore ( )••• ⊂−∈−= 122121 PPPxxx  which is a contradiction.              ❏ 

Definition 12 overlapping polytope 

The overlapping polytope of a family of polytopes F  of dIR  according to a given shape 

polytope shapeP  of dIR  is the polytope (it may be an empty set) defined as follows:    

( )
( )

( )( )shapei

FP

i
shape PFPF

dom

,ExtremumShadow,gOverlappin
1=

= � . 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6.  Overlapping polytope 

Fig. 6 shows the overlapping polytope of a family of polytopes F  according to a 
shape polytope shapeP . ( )FPorigin  and ( )FPshape  respectively correspond to the fixed poly-

tope specified in part (A) of Fig. 2 and to the shape polytope given in part (B) of Fig. 2. 

shapeP  is the shape polytope described in the right part of Fig. 5 (i.e. the shape polytope 

2P ). Since F  has 4 extremum polytopes 1E , 2E , 3E and 4E , the overlapping polytope is 

the intersection of the corresponding 4 shadow polytopes. As an easy corollary of Theo-
rems 1 and 2, we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 3 

Let F  be a family of polytopes of dIR  and shapeP  a shape polytope of dIR .  For any 

point ( )•∈ shapePFX ,gOverlappin  the fixed polytope shapePX +  will overlap any fixed 

polytope of the family F . 

Proof of Theorem 3 
From the definition of an overlapping polytope and from Theorem 2, we have that all fixed 

polytopes shapePX + ( )( )•∈ shapePFX ,gOverlappin  overlap all extremum polytopes of F . 

From Theorem 1, we generalize to the fact that they overlap all fixed polytopes of F .     ❏ 
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The overlapping polytope is related to the notion of forbidden region which was intro-
duced in [2]. It is a forbidden portion of the space according to the binary 
non-overlapping constraint between two families of polytopes. However unlike the for-
bidden region, it is multi-dimensional and it has a more general shape than a rectangle. In 
Sect. 4 and 5 we will prune the origin of a polytope in order to avoid that it is a relative 
interior point of a given overlapping polytope. 

4  A Filtering Algorithm for the non-overlapping Constraint between 
Two Convex Polygons 

This section first presents a linear algorithm for computing the overlapping polytope. It 
then gives a filtering algorithm which exploits the previous overlapping polytope in order 
to prune the origin variables of a polygon. 

4.1  Computing the Overlapping Polytope in Two Dimensions 

Suppose we want to compute the overlapping polytope for a shape polytope shapeP  ac-

cording to a family F  of polygons. 

Computing the shadow polytope.  Let Q  denote the domain polytope ( )FPdom  and let 

mww ,,1 �  be the vertices of Q  in counter-clockwise order. Since the shadow polytope 

( )( )shapeshape PFPP ,Shadow=  is the Minkowski sum of ( )FPshape  and shapeP−  it can be 

computed in linear time in the number of vertices of ( )FPshape  and shapeP  by using the 

algorithm given in [4, page 277] for computing the Minkowski sum in two dimensions. 

Extracting the relevant halfspaces.  If we denote the overlapping polytope by O , we 

have PwO j
m
j +∩= =1 . If P  has n  edges, then P  is the intersection of n  halfspaces 

nHH ,,1 � , where the boundary of iH  contains the thi  edge (see Fig. 7). And hence, 

ij
m
j

n
i HwO +∩∩= == 11 . If we look at Fig. 7, we observe that the halfspace 22 Hw +  is con-

tained in the halfspaces 21 Hw +  and 23 Hw + . Thus of the three halfspaces only 22 Hw +  

has to be considered in the computation of O . This observation holds in general: for 
every ( )nii ≤≤1  there is a ( )ij  such that ( ) ijiij HwHw +⊆+  for mj ,,1�= . We call ( )ijw  

an extremal vertex of Q  with respect to iH . We have just seen that ( ) iij
n
i HwO +∩= =1 . 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7.  Computing the overlapping polytope O  according to the domain polytope Q  and 
the shadow polytope P  (the origin of P  is the intersection of 1H  and 2H ) 
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How do we find these extremal vertices efficiently? In two dimensions this is quite 
easy. Let us look at Fig. 8 and suppose we want to find the extremal vertex for 2H . Let 

( )2Hn  denote the normal vector of the edge induced by 2H . In two dimensions we define 

the normal vector of the edge induced by two vertices u  and v  (given in counter-

clockwise ordering) as ( ) ⎟⎟⎠

⎞
⎜⎜⎝

⎛
−
−

=
xx

yy

vu

uv
vun , , i.e. we suppose that normal vectors point to the 

outside. In order to find an extremal vertex for 2H , we perform a parallel slide of 2H  in 

direction ( )2Hn− ; the boundary of 2H  hits the vertices of Q  in the order 1w , 3w , 2w . And 

since 2w  is the last vertex to be hit, it is the extremal vertex. When is 2w  extremal with 

respect to some halfspace iH ? Let e , f  denote the edges incident to 2w . Obviously, 2w  

is extremal when ( )iHn−  lies in the cone spanned by the normal vectors ( )en , ( )fn , as 

shown on the right hand side of Fig. 8. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 8.  Finding the extremal vertices of a polygon Q  for the halfspaces induced by the 
edges of P (the dashed lines indicate the translations of 2H  which intersect a vertex of 

Q ). The right hand side shows the respective cones of the vertices 1w , 2w , 3w . 

In order to decide whether a vector d
�

 lies in a given cone, we define ( )dangle
�

 as the 

counter-clockwise angle between the positive x-axis and d
�

. Then we can easily perform 

the in-cone-test by comparing the angles of d
�

 and the vectors that are spanning the cone. 
Suppose that 1w  is the vertex of Q  with largest x-coordinate and, in case of tie, smallest 

y-coordinate. If we start in 1w  and visit the edges of Q  in counter-clockwise ordering the 

angles of the normal vectors increase monotonously in the interval [ [π2;0 . A similar ob-
servation can be made for the negative normal vectors for the edges (or halfspaces) of P . 
And hence determining the extremal points for the halfspaces of P  amounts to a merging 
of angles. This leads to Algorithm 1 for which the runtime is clearly in O(n+m). 

Input  : Polygons P=( v1,…,vn) and Q=( w1,…,wm). 

Require: The vertices are in counter-clockwise ordering. The vertex v1 has 

      smallest x-coordinate and, in case of ties, largest y-coordinate; vertex 
      w1 has largest x-coordinate and, in case of ties, smallest y-coordinate. 

 1 vn+1←v1;  wm+1←w1;  i←1;   j←1;  

 2 repeat 
 3  while  angle(−n(vi, vi+1)) > angle(n(wj, wj+1))  do  j←j+1; 

 4  store wj as an extremal vertex of Hi;  

 5  i←i+1; 
 6 until  i=n+1; 

Alg. 1. Computing extremal vertices 
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Computing the intersection of the relevant halfspaces.  Now we can compute 

( ) iij
n
i HwO +∩= =1 . It is well known that this can be done in time O(n logn) [4, page 71]. 

But we can provide an O(n) algorithm since we recognize that ( ) ( )1+< ii HangleHangle  for 

1,,1 −= ni � . Our algorithm computes the intersection of the halfspaces iteratively; in the 

i-th iteration ( )2≥i  we compute ( ) kkj
i
ki HwO +∩= =1 . We represent iO  with a data struc-

ture i�  describing its boundary. The boundary of the halfspace ( ) kkj Hw +  is the line 

( )( ) ( ){ }IRvvvwL kkkkjk ∈−++= + λλ ;1 . The boundary of iO  may be infinite, and then it 

consists of two rays and of zero or more line segments. If it is finite, it consists only of 
line segments. We call such a ray or a line segment a boundary element and i�  will be a 

list of boundary elements. 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 9.  Intersection of the halfspace H  (with the bounding line L ) with an infinite or a 
finite boundary 

Now suppose that 1−iO  is not empty and we have computed the list 1−i� . In order to 

compute i�  we have to determine how the boundary changes if we add the halfspace 

( ) iij HwH +=  to the intersection. It is clear that the halfspace can contribute at most one 

new boundary element, but some of the old elements may have to be updated or dis-
carded. Let us consider an old element B  from 1−i�  and distinguish four possible cases 

(In Fig. 9 the respective case is marked beside every element): 
1. B  lies to the right of iL : then ∅=∩ iLB  and we can discard B . 

2. B  lies to the left of iL : then HB ⊂  and we keep B  unchanged. 

3. B  lies on iL : this means that the normal vector of H  and of the halfspace form which 

B  originates are anti-parallel. And hence the interior of iO  is empty and i�  only con-

sists of B . 
4. B  and iL  properly intersect in a point x : then we have to update B ; we discard the 

part of B  which lies to right of iL . 

It is easy to find the contribution HB  of H  to the boundary. Since the boundary is 

convex there can be at most two proper intersection points. If there are two intersection 

points x  and ’x  then HB  is the line segment between x  and ’x . In case there is only one 

point x , HB  is a ray starting in x . If all elements of 1−i�  lie to the right of iL , then the 

intersection is empty and we can terminate. If all old boundary elements lie to the left of 

iL  then H  is redundant, i.e. it does not contribute to the boundary. 

In the i-th iteration we first update 1−i�  as just discussed and append the contribution 

of ( ) iij Hw +  to the end of the list, if there is any. Thus we obtain the new list i� . In order 

to obtain the desired time bound we cannot afford to test iL  against all old boundary 
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elements. Suppose li BB ,,11 �=−�  and that λB  originates from ( )λhH . From the 

construction of 1−i�  it is easy to see that ( ) ( )lhh <<�1 . And hence the angles of the 

negative normal vectors of lBB ,,1 �  increase monotonously and are smaller than the 

angle of ( )iHn− . Thus we can do the test in the following way. First we process the list 

from left to right and discard elements lying to the right of iL  until we find an element 

that does not lie to the left of iL , then we process the list from right to left and do the 

same. If the list becomes empty, we know that the intersection is also empty. Due to the 
order of the elements in 1−i�  we can be sure that all elements that we do not test lie to the 

left of iL  and hence need no update. 
Our algorithm performs only O(n) tests altogether. This can be seen as follows. As-

sume we test a boundary element B  and a line iL . If B  lies to the right of iL  we charge 

the test to B , otherwise we charge it to iL . Every line iL  is charged at most twice, and 

every boundary element is charged at most once, because it is immediately discarded after 
being charged. This gives us the desired bound. 

4.2  Pruning in Two Dimensions 

Suppose we want to prune the origin of a family 1F  with respect to a family 2F . We 

describe the algorithm for the domain variable xO  which denotes the x-coordinate of the 

origin of 1F . In the previous section we have seen how to compute 

( )( )12 ,gOverlappin FPFO shape= . We know that we have to place the origin of 1F  into 

( ) •OFPdom \1 . Let 
0xL  denote the vertical line given by the equation 0xx = . We can prune 

a value 0x  from xO  if the set ( ) ( )( )
0

\10 xdom LOFPxI ∩= •  contains no point with integer 

coordinates. The line 
0xL  can intersect the boundary of the polygon ( )1FPdom  in at most 

two points. Let ( ) ( )00 / xpxp ul  denote the y-coordinate of the lower/upper intersection 

point (see part (A) of Fig. 10), if there is no intersection set ( )0xpl  to ∞ and ( )0xpu  to 

−∞. And define ( ) ( )00 / xxo ul o  in an analogous way for O . Suppose 

( )( ) ( )( )11 maxmin FPxFP domxdomx ≤≤ . Then ( )0xI  is empty iff ( ) ( )00 xxo ll p<  and 

( ) ( )00 xxp uu o< . And for integral 0x  the set ( )0xI  contains a point with integer coordi-

nates iff there is an integer k  with ( ) ( )00 xxp ul pk ≤≤  and ( ) ( )00 xxk ul oko ≥∨≤ . This 

observation leads to the following algorithm. We (conceptually) move a sweep-line 
[7, pp. 10-11] L  from left to right: we start in xO  and stop in xO . 

A. Pruning in the continuous case.  We first describe an algorithm which does not 
achieve maximum pruning, because it does not remove 0x  from xO  if ( )0xI  contains no 

integer point, but only if ( )0xI  is empty. In order to do so it suffices to find the x-coordi-

nates where one of the differences ( ) ( )00 xxo ll p−  and ( ) ( )00 xxp uu o−  changes its sign. 

This can only happen if there is a proper intersection6 between two lower edges or two 
                                                           
6 We call an intersection between two edges proper if they intersect in a single point which is not 

an endpoint of either edge. 



two upper edges of the two polygons (see transitions 1x → 2x → 3x  in part (A) of Fig. 10) 

or a vertex of one polygon lies on the boundary of the other one (see sweep-line at 4x  in 

part (A) of Fig. 10). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(A) Different positions of the sweep-line                           (B) Sweep-line status 

Fig. 10.  Illustration of the sweep 

Sweep-line status. We restrict our attention to the case where 
( )( ) ( )( )101 maxmin FPxFP domxdomx <<  and ( ) ( )OxO xx maxmin 0 << . Then the sweep-line 

intersects both polygons in two points and it does not intersect a vertical edge. The data 
structure representing the sweep-line status [4 page 68] stores its current position 0x , the 

signs of the differences ( ) ( )00 xxo ll p−  and ( ) ( )00 xxp uu o−  and the four edges which are 

intersected by it: edgelowerP _ , edgeupperP _ , edgelowerO _ , edgeupperO _  (see part B of Fig. 10). 

If the sweep-line intersects a vertex v  of a polygon, we store the edge starting at v , i.e. 
the edge where the opposite vertex lies to the right of 

0xL . 

Events.  An event is an x-coordinate where the sweep-line status has to be updated. As 
we said before, this is the case whenever the sweep-line hits a vertex or a proper intersec-
tion point between lower or upper edges. Since the sweep-line intersects only 4 edges, we 
can always determine the next event in constant time without maintaining any additional 
data structure. Processing an event can also be done in constant time. Note that there may 
be several updates to the sweep-line status at a single event. For every edge of either 
polygon there can be at most two proper intersection points. Hence every edge gives rise 
to a constant number of events. If n  denotes the number of edges of O  and m  the num-
ber of edges of ( )1FPdom , the overall sweep can be done in time ( )mnO + . The additional 

time needed for pruning depends on the representation of a domain variable. 

B. Additional pruning in the discrete case.  Now suppose that we want to achieve some 
stronger pruning, taking into account the fact that yO  will be an integer. We can prune a 

value xOx ∈0  not only if ( )0xI  is empty but also if ( )0xI  does not contain a vertex with 

integer coordinates. One way to do this is to generate check events which make the 
sweep-line stop at every 0x  in xO  (in addition to the regular events generated in the 

continuous case) and to check in constant time whether 0x  can be pruned. This increases 

the running time by ( )xOO . 

One does not have to generate all check events. If ( )0xI  is empty at some regular 

event, then there is no need to generate check events until the next regular event occurs. 
And if at least one of the differences ( ) ( )00 xxp uu o−  or ( ) ( )00 xxo ll p−  is greater than or 
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equal to 1 at some event 0x  and will not go below 1 until the next regular event 1x , then 

we know that ( )xI  contains an integer point for every integer x  in [ ]10 , xx , and hence we 

do not have to generate check events. So check events are only necessary if both upper 
and both lower edges are close together. 

4.3  Summary of the Filtering Algorithm 

We are given two families 1F  and 2F  of polygons. Let in  and im  denote the number of 

vertices of the shape and origin polygon of family iF  respectively. We do the following 

to prune the origin variables xO ,1  and yO ,1  of 1F  according to 2F : 

• Compute ( ) ( ) ( )111 FPFPFP oorigindom ∩= . This can be done in time ( )1mO  using the algo-

rithm given in [8] and yields a polygon with at most 41 +m  vertices, 

• Compute the overlapping polytope ( )( )12 ,gOverlappin FPFO shape= . This involves the 

following three substeps:  
− compute P  as the Minkowski sum of ( )2FPshape  and ( )1FPshape−  in time ( )21 nnO + , 

− find for every facet of P  an extremal vertex of ( )2FPdom , which requires time 

( )221 mnnO ++ , 

− compute O  as the intersection of 21 nn +  halfspaces in linear time. 

• Prune xO ,1  and yO ,1  with the sweep algorithm described previously in time 

( )121 mnnO ++  or ( )yx OOmnnO ,1,1121 ++++  if we want to take into account the fact 

that the coordinates are integer. 

5  A Filtering Algorithm for the non-overlapping Constraint between 
Two d-dimensional Boxes 

This section develops an efficient filtering algorithm for the special case where we have 
d-dimensional boxes. A d-dimensional box of origin dOOO ,,, 21 �  and size 

dSSS ,,, 21 �  where dOOO ,,, 21 �  are domain variables and dSSS ,,, 21 �  are strictly 

positive integers is a family of polytopes such that: 

− the shape of the family is defined as the convex hull of the following d2  vertices of 
coordinates dsss ,,, 21 �  where is ( )di ,..,2,1=  stands for 0  or for iS , 

− the initial possible placement for the origin of the previous shape is defined by 
( )dOOObox ,,, 21 � , 

− dOOO ,,, 21 �  is the origin of the family of polytopes. 

Consider now two d-dimensional boxes 1B , 2B  of respective origins 12111 ,,, dOOO � , 

22212 ,,, dOOO �  and respective sizes 12111 ,,, dSSS � , 22212 ,,, dSSS � . We describe 

how to prune the origin of 2B  according to 1B . The overlapping polytope of 1B  accord-



ing to 22212 ,,, dSSS �  is defined by all the points of coordinates dppp ,,, 21 �  such that, 

for all di ..1∈ we have 1121 iiiii SOpSO +≤≤− . Pruning the origin of 2B  according to 1B  

consists preventing the origin of 2B  from being a relative interior point of the previous 

overlapping polytope. For this purpose we count the number of times the condition 
11 112221 −+≤∧≤+− iiiiii SOOOSO  ( )di ≤≤1  holds. The non-overlapping constraint fails 

if the previous condition holds d  times. If it holds for all dimensions except one dimen-

sion j , then we remove the interval of values that starts at 121 +− jj SO  and ends at 

111 −+ jj SO  from the domain variable 2jO . This leads to an algorithm for which the 

runtime is clearly in O(d). 

6  Conclusion 

We have introduced necessary conditions for the non-overlapping constraint between 
polytopes. The key idea that leads to the propagation algorithm is that one can derive the 
overlapping polytope by considering only a very restricted number of instances of a fam-
ily, namely the extremum polytopes. From these necessary conditions, we have derived 
efficient filtering algorithms for the non-overlapping constraint between two convex 
polygons as well as the non-overlapping constraint between two d-dimensional boxes [1]. 
However if we would like to come up with a more efficient propagation algorithm for the 
case of a clique of non-overlapping constraints, the following question remains open. One 
would get much more propagation by aggregating the different overlapping polytopes, but 
it is not clear how to efficiently generalize the algorithm presented in [2] to this situation. 
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